Troy Public Library to Have HVAC Work this Spring in Youth Area
Youth Area Will Remain Open with Varied Temperatures

TROY, MICHIGAN: The Troy Public Library’s Youth Services area will be undergoing repairs to its heating and cooling system from March 11 to April 27. This work is necessary to remediate a mold issue that was found in the building’s air handler unit.

“During the repairs, the Youth area will remain open to the public, though there may be some collections unavailable for independent browsing,” said Assistant Library Director Phillip Kwik. “The Library’s staff will be able to help with these collections.”

“In addition, the area will be heated with temporary heat, so there may be some variations in the temperature throughout the space,” Kwik explained.

The Friends of the Troy Public Library Book Shop, located in the basement of the building, will be closed for the duration of the repairs. The Library has stopped collecting physical donations for the Book Shop until May; however, the Friends are still accepting monetary donations [here](#).

Troy Public Library is located at 510 W. Big Beaver Rd., just northeast of City Hall. Visit [troypl.org](http://troypl.org) for more information or call 248.524.3538.
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